
IF I think back to the 1970s there 
are a few very vivid memories 

which jump right out at me: 
running away from playschool 
when I was three-years-old; 
the hot summer of 1976 – not 
because of the weather but the 
horsefly which nailed me on 
the leg; the Silver Jubilee street 
party in 1977, and 1978 was the 
year I learned to speak German 
aged just seven. When I say 
learned to speak German I might 
be exaggerating fractionally 
because it was just a single word: 
Weihrauch.

My dad came home from a little 
gunshop – can’t remember the 
name of it now – in the market town 
of Marlborough with a Weihrauch 
HW35 and I would accompany him 
whenever possible on trips out 
hunting rabbits. It was during this 
time I became hooked on shooting 
and hunting and was fascinated 
with the HW35. There was just 
one problem though: the rifle was 
simply too big and heavy for me at 
that age to shoot it unassisted.

To get over this problem my 
dad would rest the barrel on his 
shoulder and I would stand behind 
him and shoot at empty shotgun 
cartridges he would strategically 
place at various distances. He would 
always bring a pocketful of empties 
and once we’d bagged a bunny or 
two it was time for me to have a go.

The empties weren’t just lined 
up but would be placed behind 
things so just a small amount of 
the target was visible, or way out 
on a fence post. Despite the rifle 
being too heavy and long for 
me I was able grip it in a slightly 
unconventional way because I only 
had short fingers and the HW35 
trigger quality meant I didn’t have 
any problems squeezing the shots 
off. I was quite consistent at hitting 
my targets.

I was responsible for the demise 
of many empty shotgun cartridges 
over the next couple of years but 
things would change on Christmas 
Day 1980 when I opened up a box 
which contained a Webley Victor 
break barrel air rifle. This junior sized 
rifle meant I was no longer just an 
observer on hunting trips.

Jumping forward to the present 
day and both guns, like me, are 
now in their 40s and still with me. 
I have super-fond memories of my 
Webley Victor, but the gun which 
started my passion for shooting was 
the Weihrauch HW35. It’s incredible 
to think the first HW35 came off 
the Weihrauch production line 
in 1951, 28 years before my dad 
brought one home. The fact it’s still 
in production and available today 
shows how good and desirable it 
still is.

People might run their eye 
over the HW35 today and say it 
looks old-fashioned and dated – 
compared to many of the air rifles 
on the market today I suppose 
it does – but to me that’s all part 
of its beauty. The beech sporter 
stock has no bells and whistles, 
there’s no chequering on the grip 
or the fore-end, just a simple finger 
groove running along each side. 
The buttstock has no cheek rest on 
the standard rifle and there’s no end 
cap on the pistol grip which has 
more of a rounded pommel-style 
design.

Right at the front of the fore-end 
on the left-hand side there’s the 
crescent-shaped cut-out which 
caters for the barrel catch when 
the rifle is cocked. Because of 
barrel catch on the HW35 it means 
the fore-end is shorter than more 
modern break barrel guns where 
the stock extends and covers the 
hinge which connects the barrel 
to the receiver. That amount of 
exposed metalwork is something 
you don’t see on break barrel guns 
anymore.

The barrel latch is a prime example 
of ‘German engineering’. To begin 
with you might think the barrel 
latch is a bit fiddly but it really isn’t; 
it’s a cocking mechanism which 
gives the upmost accuracy and 
it does this by the barrel catch 
locking in place and ensuring the 
surfaces of the barrel and cylinder 
perfectly meet up and align once 
you’ve performed the full cocking 
procedure.

This mechanism gives the HW35 
a very distinctive noise when being 
cocked. It’s a very audible ‘crack’ as 
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the catch hits against the receiver 
and something eventually addressed 
by Weihrauch as newer models 
have a roller inside to eliminate this 
noise. It’s an excellent improvement 
because a rabbit’s hearing does tend 
to pick up the sound of an early 
HW35 being cocked.

It’s not possible to talk about a 
Weihrauch without bringing up the 
topic of the trigger. When Weihrauch 
introduced the Rekord trigger unit 
it simply blew everything else on 
the market out of the water. With 
it being fully adjustable and match 
quality, the Rekord trigger was 
one of the top-selling points of 
this rifle and – like the barrel latch 
cocking mechanism – contributes 
enormously to the accuracy of 
the HW35. It was the smooth and 
crisp trigger which enabled me to 
consistently hit small targets out to 
about 30 yards when I was small.

Between us we own three 
generations of Weihrauch air rifles. 
Dad has his HW35, still in amazing 
condition considering its age. Hull 
Cartridge have been the official 
distributor for 40 years but this 
HW35 has Edgar Brothers Liverpool 
stamped on it. I have the HW97K 
which I bought back in 1997 and 
the HW110 I bought early in 2016.

I love to shoot the HW110; it’s 
lightweight, made of modern 
materials, multi-shot, recoil-less and 
extremely quiet, but it’s not always 
the go-to gun if I’m going out with 
an air rifle.

Sometimes it’s nice to head out 
with a springer under your arm and 
a bucketload of nostalgia around 
your shoulders.

A springer is not as forgiving as a 
pre-charged pneumatic (PCP). It’s 
generally going to be a bit heavier, 
it’s going to have that recoil and a 
bit of a twang – something which 
doesn’t exist in the PCP world and 
you don’t have the option of a quick 
and quiet back-up shot if you need it. 
A springer will make you work a little 
harder for your shot but this HW35 
which has been shot for 42 years is 
still a very capable hunting rifle.

Over the years there have been 
some lovely-looking spring-
powered air rifles made and two 
which instantly come to mind are 
the Air Arms TX200 HC underlever 
and the Air Arms ProSport 
underlever. Beautiful, beautiful guns 
but all beauty is in the eye of the 
beholder and although the HW35 
might look like a plain Jane these 
days, in my eyes it will always be an 
absolute stunner and the gun which 
started everything for me.
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AUGUST 19, 2020
l From Sealyham project to Lucas 

challenge
l Hopes and expectations on the first 

morning flight of the season
l Tackling a hairy lurcher in summer
l What makes a good pheasant pen?
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AUGUST 12, 2020
l A glorious day for the Glorious Twelfth
l Taking the first birds of the harvest
l Preparing a pup for the beam
l Caring for the mental welfare of 

working dogs
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JULY 29, 2020
l Get your colleagues out of the rat race 

and into fieldsports!
l Making the most of your semi-auto
l Getting lucky during the roebuck rut
l Lurchers getting their greens
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SEPTEMBER 2, 2020
l Ferreting over old ground
l Field trialing, should it go ahead?
l To spay or not to spay
l Successful breeding produces ‘a terrier 

with manners’
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l Know your fallow – from master buck 

to pricket
l Glory days of spring powered airguns
l Putting a terrier back into Yorkshire
l Lurchers – perfect symbiosis
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AUGUST 26, 2020
l The battle for wildfowling continues
l Summer mole catching
l Why do a gamekeeping or countryside 

management course?
l A dirty day out with the Cross Counties 

Rat Pack
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SEPTEMBER 16, 2020
l Getting the most out of your gundog 

this season
l Plenty of time to make trammel nets
l Welcome return to the marsh
l ‘Any Greyhound will do’ – not in my book
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AUGUST 5, 2020
l  Deerhound by name, Deerhound by 

nature
l  Turning the tables on summer squirrels
l  Putting terriers to good use
l  Fixtures and fittings for deerstalking
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SEPTEMBER 9, 2020
l Is this the future for dog breeding?
l The terriers go to ground
l Keeping the birds happy and protected
l The numbers game - the General 

Licence debacle continues

WEIHRAUCH HW35 – 
the gun which started everything

 The gun which started my 
passion for shooting was 

the Weihrauch HW35

It was the smooth and crisp 
trigger which enabled me 

to consistently hit small 
targets out to 30 yards
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PLEASE REMEMBER, we can only supply knives if you are over 18 years old. By 
ordering from this site you are confirming that you are legally allowed to buy knives.18

TO ORDER PLEASE QUOTE:
 ROUGH RYDER TRAPPER SKU RR2168   
 BOW TRAPPER SKU 2176 
and call  01747 830418  or  07802 790232   

Rough Ryder old time 
classic, Blue Mule. 
4" (10.16cm) closed. 
Satin finish stainless 
clip and spey blades. 
Blue G10 handle. 

BRAND HISTORY: In the summer of 1898, Teddy Roosevelt began to organise the 1st U.S. Volunteer 
Cavalry for what seemed to be an inevitable and difficult battle with the Spanish. Over 23,000 
men volunteered to ride with Roosevelt, but he whittled that number down to 2,000 handpicked 
cavalrymen. The men hailed from every corner of the United Sates. They were Princeton football 
players, full-blooded Pawnee Indians, trail-wise cowboys, aristocratic Englishmen, polo players, and 
even Rhodes Scholars. They came from every state and social class the United States had to offer.

Bow Trapper T10 Black
Rough Ryder 3.88" (9.86cm) 
closed. Satin finish T10 
High-Speed 
Tool Steel blade. 
Black micarta handle. 

Rough Ryder Trapper Blue G10
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£12.95 + p&p

£16.95 + p&p


